Dear Parents,

Read to me and help me understand more about what happens when parents get divorced. Books can show me how other children handle certain feelings and situations. It's ok if we read only part of the book, or if we spend our time just talking about the pictures. This is a good time for me to learn and to talk about my feelings. Visit the public library to find these and other books:

- **Cosmos' Mom and Dad Are Moving Apart** (by Thiel)
- **Dinosaurs Divorce** (by Brown)
- **Divorce and Separation** (by Murphy)
- **I Don't Want To Talk About It** (by Ransom)
- **Momma and Daddy Bear's Divorce** (by Spelman)
- **My Family's Changing** (by Thomas)
- **Standing On My Own Feet** (by Schmitz)
- **The Best of Both Nests** (by Clarke)
- **Two Homes** (by Masurel)
- **Why Are We Getting A Divorce?** (by Mayle)

Love,

Your Child